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Learn more or change settings here. Just type your request belowQuick tip Try searching for just
one or two words e.g., connection help. The satellites have been restyled and actually reduced in
size. The cubes can be independently rotated through almost 360 degrees, permitting the spatial
properties of the speakers sound to be modified by reflecting some of its output off nearby walls.
Controlling the ratio of direct to reflected sound in the listening area has long been a Bose feature..
The enclosures are filled with soundabsorbing material. Unlike the satellites in the original AM5, the
Series II satellites cannot be taken apart; the two cubes are permanently attached. Several types of
brackets and stands are available for mounting the satellites in a variety of positions. The drivers are
magnetically shielded so they can be placed close to a TV monitor without distorting the color.The
bass enclosure was equivalent to a bandpass filter, about one and a half octaves wide, whose steep
highfrequency cutoff slope effectively prevented harmonics of the bass frequencies from being
propagated into the room.The Acoustimass bass modules complete freedom from this effect made it
possible to place it anywhere in the room without degrading the front stereo image. With many types
of program material the hole was not noticeable, but at times it could be heard as a somewhat
disembodied lowbass presence.The upper limit of the bass modules frequency response was
extended while retaining and even increasing its very steep cutoff slope. The result is said to be a
smooth, undetectable transition from the bass module to the satellite drivers together with an actual
extension of the lowbass response. The bass modules frequency range is roughly 50 to 250 Hz. It can
be placed almost anywhere, on any of its surfaces, as long as the vent is unobstructed the opening
should be at least 2 inches from other
surfaces.http://www.mpksieradz.pl/upload/952af-can-manual.xml
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The systems automatic protection against overload damage reduces the signal level until the
overload has been removed.The Acoustimass bass module is available in a scratchresistant black or
white satin finish, and the satellites are finished in a black or white polymer. Cables about 18 feet
long are supplied for connecting the bass module to the satellites. The complete system, in its
shipping carton, weighs 30 pounds.The bass module was placed on the floor about midway between
the satellites and also about 30 inches from a wall.The bass modules output was measured with the
microphone at its port opening. When the drivers were angled outward, a rather extreme condition
of operation, the output level was slightly lower above 1,500 Hz. The response curve ran parallel to
the forwardfacing response curve but 2 to 5 dB below it all the way to 20,000 Hz. Clearly, ones
choice of angles for adjustment of reflected sound is not going to affect the systems basic sound
qualities.It fell off at about 24 dB per octave below 50 Hz and at a remarkable 50 dB per octave from
250 to 330 Hz. There was a narrow band of high output, between 450 and 600 Hz, where the level
was comparable to that of the satellites in the same range.Though this figure is slightly higher than
the 87dB SPL measurement obtained by Bose using pink noise limited to a 200 to 20,000Hz band,

the difference is probably explained by our measurement signal, which extended down to 20 Hz, and
our placement of the Acoustimass bass module near the satellite being measured.Satellite distortion
at the same level was 0.6 percent from 500 Hz to 3,000 Hz and increased to 4 percent at the 230Hz
crossover frequency. The satellites lowfrequency response dropped at a rate of 15 dB per octave
below 300 Hz excluding the effect of the systems crossover network.The maximum impedance of 30
ohms was at 53 Hz, with smaller peaks at 28 and 130 Hz. The impedance phase angle was less than
25 degrees above 130 Hz.http://www.ltptech.vn/uploads/userfiles/953cb-manual.xml
At lower frequencies it increased to 180 degrees lagging at 20 Hz, with variations corresponding to
the response variations in that range.Similarly, the amplifier clipped at 810 watts into 8.5 ohms at
10,000 Hz and at 1,100 watts into 6 ohms at 1,000 Hz.The gap widened to about 12 dB above that
frequency and still more above 12,000 Hz. If desired, the user could aim one driver in each pair at
the listening location, to obtain a fullrange response, and the other at the wall behind for ambience
enhancement by reflection.It proved able to absorb the output of some very large amplifiers without
damage or audible distress and was clearly a step forward from any previous threepiece system we
had heard.When we heard the Series II version at a press conference, it appeared that the problem
had been solved. Now that we have had the opportunity to test a production system, we can verify
that the Acoustimass 5 Series II is free of that effect.Its frequency response is smoother than many
highly regarded systems we have tested, and it spans the 45 to 20,000Hz range with excellent
dispersion. Its stereo imaging is very good, with accurate positioning laterally and vertically.There is
no way that a person hearing but not seeing the Acoustimass 5 Series II would suspect that its
powerful, roomfilling sound emerges from satellite speakers that could easily be held on the palm of
ones hand and a compact bass module that can be hidden under or behind almost any piece of
furniture.Of the many we have tested, all of them very good, the Bose Acoustimass 5 Series II is one
of the most expensiveand also one of the best. Hear it and be convinced for yourself. Its small size
allows it to harmonize with your decor and the automatic protection circuitry stops the speakers
from being overdriven, which affords added reliability. Plus, with magnetically shielded speakers,
you can place them near your TV without worrying about interference to the picture quality.
Its designed for use with your stereo or home theater receiver, but it can also be used as a rear
speaker system in your component home theater setup. Main Features Acoustimass Module
Acoustimass module works in concert with the small speakers to deliver a fuller range of theater
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streamlined installation, connecting speaker cables are included. These speakers incorporate angled
drivers for an immersive audio experience and can be mounted flush to a wall optional wall brackets.
Acoustimass Bass Module This passive Acoustimass module is designed to add noticeable bass
impact to movie and music soundtracks. Even tucked away behind a couch or curtain, this module is
designed to add powerful lowfrequency sound with virtually no distortion. We delete comments that
violate our policy, which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at
our discretion. C lick here for more information on the types of cookies we use and how to change
your cookie settings. Place the module out of view, and all your sound will seem to pour from the
tiny cube speakers. Placing it on its side may limit its ability to play at full output for extended
periods of time. Please check on the Pinelabs page at the time of checkout. Please check on the
Snapmint page at the time of checkout. The speaker’s clutterfree design fits naturally into any part
of your home and delivers a realistic and immersive experience. The speaker aids in providing
balanced audio performance at all times and even delivers deep low notes of your favorite
entertainment. The precisely angled drivers fill your room with spacious performance while the
speakers can be placed easily by mounting them on the wall or just placing them on a flat table for
you to enjoy a totally immersive sound experience. Amazing Sound Output The Bose Acoustimass 5
Series V Stereo Speaker System ensures you have an amazing audio experience at all times thanks
to its cuttingedge audio technology. The speakers provide you incredible stereo sound and come
with a powerful sound output to provide optimum level performance at all times.
The speaker which is very easy to set up ensures balanced sound so that you can enjoy the optimum
clarity and distortionfree audio on any volume level. Space Efficient Design Apart from providing you
with amazing audio output, the Bose Acoustimass 5 Series V Stereo Speaker System also boasts of a
very space efficient design that ensures optimum functionality when placed in perfectly designated
places. The speakers can be mounted on to the wall with optional brackets while the module can be
placed hidden away from the view to ensure there are not too many speakers that are visible in your
living room. The Adhesivebacked rubber feet ensure that the speakers stand firmly and are not
displaced easily. Croma has a network of 97 Croma stores spread across 20 cities. By availing
Cromas omnichannel services, a customer can order their favorite electronics online and pick it up
from the nearest store in as less as two hours. With Cromas virtual aisle, a customer can place an
order of their dream gadget that may not be available at the store, but available on www.croma.com
and get it delivered to their doorstep. Additionally, the express shipping feature enables a customer
to get product delivery in less than 48 hours. Croma also allows customers to gift the freedom of
choice to their loved ones with Gift Cards and eGift Vouchers of multiple denominations. Croma also
enables a customer to pay by their preferred payment option. We also allow customers to avail
various Easy EMI options. To ensure that our customers enjoy their product to the fullest, we also
encourage them to safeguard their products by availing an Extended Warranty across all categories.
Shopping at Croma will be a fulfilling experience giving you access to a wide range of products at
competitive prices. All this comes with a great after sale service provided by an authorized 24 x 7
customer care center.Clear List. Ask your question here.
Provide a clear and comprehensive description of the issue and your question. The more detail you
provide for your issue and question, the easier it will be for other Bose Acoustimass 5 Series III
owners to properly answer your question. Ask a question About the Bose Acoustimass 5 Series III
This manual comes under the category Speakers and has been rated by 3 people with an average of
a 7.2. This manual is available in the following languages English. Do you have a question about the
Bose Acoustimass 5 Series III or do you need help. Ask your question here Bose Acoustimass 5
Series III specifications Brand The distance between the two devices that exchange data can in most
cases be no more than ten metres.When the volume exceeds 120 decibels, direct damage can even
occur. The chance of hearing damage depends on the listening frequency and duration.This makes it

possible to create a 5.1 effect with only 1 speaker. ManualSearcher.com ensures that you will find
the manual you are looking for in no time. Our database contains more than 1 million PDF manuals
from more than 10,000 brands. Every day we add the latest manuals so that you will always find the
product you are looking for. Its very simple just type the brand name and the type of product in the
search bar and you can instantly view the manual of your choice online for free. ManualSearcher.
com If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Read more Ok.
Something went wrong.Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment.
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods.
Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more
opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new
window or tab See the seller’s listing for full details and description of any imperfections. Contact
the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method to your location. Please enter
a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. If you dont follow our item condition
policy for returns, you may not receive a full refund. Refunds by law In Australia, consumers have a
legal right to obtain a refund from a business if the goods purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or
dont match the sellers description. More information at returns. All Rights Reserved. In addition to
functional cookies, which make the website work well, we place analytical cookies to make our
website a little bit better every day. We also place personal cookies so that we, and third parties, can
track your internet behavior and show personal content. If you want to use our website in its full
glory, you need to accept our cookies. If you choose to refuse, we only place functional and
analytical cookies. Change preference Click the button below and set a password via email to log
in.Start here With the marked cables, you connect the set easily and quickly. This way, the music
comes from different directions and it feels like youre actually at the concert. Despite the compact
size of the passive speakers, the Acoustimass 5V is powerful enough to fill a large room with clear
sounds. You can easily hide the small Acoustimass module behind the curtain or the couch. This way,
you wont have a room full of large speakers, but will still have a full stereo sound. It will protect.
Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage. Looking for other
manual For this no need registration. May be help you to repair. You could suffer a fatal electrical
shock.
Instead, contact your nearest service center. Note! To open downloaded files you need acrobat
reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition, Also some files are djvu so you need djvu viewer
to open them. These free programs can be found on this page needed progs If you use opera you
have to disable opera turbo function to download file. If you cannot download this file, try it with
CHROME or FIREFOX browser. Translate this page Relevant AUDIO forum topics BOSE bekotesi
rajz Legyszi legyszi ha valaki tudnasegiteni egy BOSE AMP2440as erosito bekoteseben,azt nagyon
szepen megkoszonem. Ez AUDI A3asbol van, a steker nincsmeg. Bose Lifestyle CD20 FLC kijelzo
halvany Sziasztok! A fenti keszuleknek halvany a kijelzese. Eleg erdekesen van megoldva a kijelzo
tapfesze, sokban fugg a bejovo 12VAC feszultsegtol. Kerdesem az lenne, hogy a futest probaljam
emelni, vagy a 24Vot. A D8on a 30V is kevesebb, de az AC 4.5V is. Melyik befolyasolja jobban a
fenyerot. A futes, vagy a negativ tapfesz Basszus vegfoka 23mp mulva megfut vagy pozitivba vagy
negativba ha nincs a hangszoro rarakva, hangszoroval azonnal letilt, amikor a kimeneten eljut DC
4Vig a vedelem lekapcsolja relevel az erositot. Mikor a MUTE hibat kerestem, volt olyan eset is, hogy
nem futott meg a kimenet es szolt a basszus rendesen, de ujboli bekapcsolaskor ha nem halkitottam
le a potit akkor kikapcsolt a rele, ha lehalkitottam akkor jo lett, de nagyon susogott, arra hasonlitott
mint amikor FM radio nincs az allomason, van egy kozos mute tranzisztor az kapcsolja az osszes
tobbit, ha azt kiszedtem akkor is megmaradt a susogas, szerintem visszafele jott valamelyik oldalrol

ezert szedtem ki mindegyik oldalrol a tranzisztorokat, nem akartam bajlodni vele, hogy honnet jon a
susosgas vissza. Mi lehet a gond Bose Sounddock 1 tapegyseg csati Sziasztok. Egy baratom megkert,
hogy talaljak vagy gyartsak egy tapegyseget a Bose dokkolojahoz. Sajnos az eredetiket aranyarban
adjak, igy gyartanom kell egyet.
Talatam is egy elegans kis 4 pines csatit, de fennakadtam az eredeti csatlakozo labkiosztasan.
Talaltam egy rajzot de nem tudom eldonteni, hogy a kabelen levot abrazolja, vagy a dokkoloban
levot. Ha valakinek dolga volt ilyennel, es tudna segiteni, kerem ne tartsa vissza magat. Koszonom..
Similar manuals You can write in English language into the forum not only in Hungarian. Lokalita.
Okoli km. Cena od do Kc Masivni dreveny korpus omezuje na minimum n. Najlepsie je osobny odber,
alebo poslem postou.Najlepsie je osobny odber, alebo poslem postou.Posielam aj na dobierku, alebo
je mozny osobny odber.Nabidka plati do smazani! Prodam popripade i vymenim napriklad za
telefon,ale i za neco jineho. Nabidky posilejte pres kontaktni formular. Nejlepsi digitalni bezdratovy
1.1 repro system domaci zabavy je jedinecnou kombinaci des. Najlepsie je osobny odber s
obhliadkou a odskusanim, ale viem to poslat aj kurierom.Cena je pevna. Za nic nemenim!
Nerezervuji. Zvukovy system bose CineMate 15 se sklada ze soundbaru a aktivniho subwooferu
acoustimass. Prinasi plny zvuk a hluboke basy, TrueSpace signal processing se stara o dokonale
rozlozeni zvuku v mistnosti. You may have to register before you can post click the register link
above to proceed. To start viewing messages, select the forum that you want to visit from the
selection below.

